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Educational Technology and the ‘Real World’

 
Jay Hawkins (1997), for the Center for Children and technology, wrote that “Instead 
of asking, "Should schools have computers?" we need to focus on a more productive 
question: "How are technologies best used in education to help students achieve and prepare 
for the world outside of school?"  (edutopia.org, 1997)  Hawkins vision of how education 
should mirror the ‘real world’ helped to excite and prepare teenagers for graduation and moved 
teachers into a more of a facilitative role when using technology.  This paper focus’ on the role 
of educational technology as it pertains to use post-education and is intended to highlight the 
need for different technologies that will have an impact on high school graduates anticipating 
employment in the ‘real world’.
 
The need for Technology savvy Americans
 
The switch to the digital age has created a continued need for technology savvy Americans.  A 
report released by Bloomberg Businessweek quotes findings from the AeA (formerly known as 
the American Electronics Assn) which states:
 
“More than 850,000 IT jobs will be added during the 10-year period ending in 2016, which would 
be a rise of 24%. Add all the jobs that will replace retiring workers and the total increase could 
be a tidy 1.6 million. That means one job in every 19 created over the course of the next decade 
will be in technology”. (Bloomberg.com, 2008).  
 

This assessment agrees with the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.  Technology jobs 
and jobs that require some knowledge of technology are on the rise; however, Bloomberg 
also reports that there is a 20% decrease in students completing technology degrees forcing 
businesses to seek applicants from outside the United States.
 

With the growth of IT and business sectors in the U.S. and the anticipated growth in IT 
and IT Enabled Services in Developing nations  the need for well trained young people to fall 
into these specific roles is vast, and furthermore, the IT and business sector assumes that these 
young people will have had experience in real world scenarios.  However, this is not the case.  
Education in its entirety has never really kept pace with the ever growing technology sector, 
leaving high school graduates to feel lost in a modernized and digitalized society. 
  
            Karen Cator, Director of the office of Educational Technology, stated that 
students need more assignments that incorporated 21st Century skills, specifically critical 
thinking, problem solving and global participation skills.  In light of the new initiatives introduced 



by the Federal Government, school districts must resolve their own short comings in order to 
provide a personalized learning environment that allows students to not only learn core subjects 
but to experience them through the medium of technology. (edutopia.org, 2011)  Furthermore, 
integrated technology “must happen across the curriculum in ways that research shows deepen 
and enhance the learning process… it must support four key components of learning: active 
engagement, participation in groups, frequent interaction and feedback, and connection to real-
world experts” in order for high school and college graduates to successfully assimilate into a 
technology rich society. (edutopia.org, 2011) 
 
 
Digital Divide vs. Inequality
  
There is a problem, however, that the schools may or may not be able to fix so easily.
 

Judith Ingram, writing for the Peabody Journal of Education, stated that:
 
“During the last two decades, computers have become the glue that holds together most major 
industries and organizations save for one, education. While almost every office and each of its 
clerical workers has a computer, rarely in American schools does a teacher have a computer for 
his/her sole use, let alone each student.” (Ingram, 1994)
  

Most schools have somewhat caught up with the 21st Century and embraced 
technology. Current trends seem to suggest that there is still a digital divide due to 
socioeconomic issues; however the more problematic digital inequality in the U.S. has 
created IT and Business sectors to look elsewhere in the world for highly qualified and trained 
employees.
  

This digital inequality that is so often referred to as the ‘knowledge gap’ shows the  
lack of technology training students are given which essentially rolls over into other facets 
of vocational training.  Due to this lack of necessary training to prepare students shows 
many industries will lack skilled human capital in the future.  With the rise in technology jobs, 
technology has to be made an integral part of learning, teaching and progressing toward what 
industries need.
 
The way students learn technology best.
 
Hawkins questioned how technology should be used to prepare students for the workforce 
rather than the validity of technology integration. While Hawkins latter argument of integration 
is non-negotiable, meaning technology has been and is integrated in mainstream schools 
across America (school districts are writing grants and raising well needed money to integrate 
technology), her question as to how it should be used has been argued over and scholars alike 
have gone back and forth on the issue of proper use of technology to ensure students are well 
prepared for the working world.



 
Ingram stated that “students retain 10% of what they hear, 20% of what they see 

(traditional instruction), 50% of what they see and hear (multi-media), and 80% of what they 
see, hear, and do (multi-media interactivity).” (Ingram, 1994).  With this in mind, the use of 
technology should have hands on approach when it comes to student learning.  
 

Technology-based learning tools that allow students’ hands on approach at an early 
age create deep thinking, tech savvy young workers who have gained experiences that reading 
from a text book and answering corresponding questions might not allow for.  A 2005 qualitative 
study conducted through the University of Kent State recorded the dialogue of 18 Kindergartens 
at work with technology.  Students explored, questioned, developed, and discovered through 
the use of technology.  The report found that technology has the ability to engage students in 
meaningful and collaborative dialogue.  (Hyun, Davis, 2005).  
 

Another case study that involved student’s hands on approach was reported in the 
Journal of research and Technology.  The report focused on middle school students who used 
multimedia to create digital documentaries.  Two main ideas that came out of the findings were 
1) There is an increased interest in technology integration and 2) Technology (specifically 
student created movies) increase sense of ownership, interest, motivation, and authentic 
learning experiences. (Hofer, Swan 2008).
 

In both of the aforementioned case studies, students had hands on experience.  They 
saw, they heard and more importantly, they did.  This engaging way of learning narrows the gap 
of digital inequality and puts students closer to becoming tech savvy in the work place.  Each 
case study also highlights some of the important skills used in a knowledge economy which 
draws upon intellectual capabilities rather than physical or natural resources. (Powell, Snellman, 
2004).  Student’s excitement is evident as they share their technology knowledge with each 
other; furthermore, this technology buzz has created a renewed interest in education that is 
ultimately linked to a successful U.S. and global economy.
 
Technology to enhance teaching
  
One of the most important factors when considering technology integration
 

If a student must learn through an interactive approach, then how must a teacher 
facilitate that interactive lesson?
 

Teachers who use technology are shifting towards a constructivist pedagogy (gaining 
knowledge through experiences and ideas).  
 
“Some researchers have suggested that under certain conditions, teachers' use of technology 
stimulates movement toward constructivist pedagogy....the use of technology may cultivate 
pedagogical beliefs that underlie constructivist practices. In particular, they found that frequent 
computer and Internet use appear to be related to teachers' (a) being more willing to discuss a 



subject about which they lack expertise and allowing themselves to be taught by students; (b) 
organizing multiple, simultaneous activities during class time; (c) assigning complex projects for 
students; (d) giving students greater choice in learning tasks; and (e) recognizing the initiative 
that students can take outside class to do high-quality work.” (Windschitl, Sahl, 2002).
  

Teachers must change the way they approach using and teaching about technology 
so that the students have the freedom to gain knowledge through ideas and experiences.  
Technology should encourage new ways to teach, learn and should be ultimately centered on 
what society and the economy has evolved into at that time.

 
Project Hiller, a three year case study, shows the impact of teacher facilitation as 

students moved forward with technology:
 
“A programmatic requirement of Project Hiller was that teachers and students work together 
in teams to complete project activities such as producing PowerPoint presentations and 
developing the school website, which initiated a series of project-based work.  Analysis of 
survey data suggest that technology was increasingly integrated into core practices, evidenced 
by a dramatic hike in teachers’ assigning online research, from only 6% in Year 1 to 27% in 
Year 3, and by the percentage of students using PowerPoint, which rose from 12% in Year 1 to 
51% by Year 2.” (Light, McDermott, Honey, 2002)
 

This project based learning lends itself to the 21st Century skills that Karen Cator 
mentions, and has a positive impact on graduating students.  As the results show, as the 
teacher facilitates technology in their classroom technology usage grows.

  
Through this and other case studies, project based learning is the most correct fit to 

provide reasonable hands on experience to high school students. 
 
There are many issues that have negatively impacted the growth of technology and 

seem to have fallen onto the shoulders of teachers.  Do teachers truly know what industries 
need?  Do teachers have experience working in any other industry sector?  Through teacher 
development, are teachers keeping up with the multiple technologies that industries are using?  
If the answer is yes to all three questions then one could assume that there needs to be 
changes made elsewhere to ensure high school students are well equipped.  If the answers are 
No, then surely the problem extends beyond technology integration and usage and every facet 
of education should be closely examined.

 
Conclusion
 
Technology has proven to be an integral part of today’s society.  What happens outside the 
classroom should mirror what happens inside the classroom in order to provide graduating 
students with every possible chance for success within the economy and to stay ahead of global 
competition.
 



C.P. Chandrasekhar (2006) stated that:
 
“The recognition of the role of knowledge in facilitating economic growth is not new…any 
historical account of economic progress, and above all accounts of the Industrial Revolution and 
its aftermath, needs to incorporate the concept of useful knowledge explicitly.  Put simply, what 
people knew affected what they did.”
 

If students do not know, then they cannot be productive in an ever growing and changing 
digital society.  The U.S. Department of Education hopes to change this by creating technology 
rich schools that will affect not only students but the future of the economy to ensure that 
future jobs will be in the hands of Americans.  This will not be the case if technology is not first, 
integrated and second, used properly by each school district.
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